ERAP1, ERAP2, and Two Copies of HLA-Aw19 Alleles Increase the Risk for Birdshot Chorioretinopathy in HLA-A29 Carriers
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Purpose. Birdshot chorioretinopathy (BSCR) is strongly associated with HLA-A29. This study was designed to elucidate the genetic modifiers of BSCR in HLA-A29 carriers.

Methods. We sequenced the largest BSCR cohort to date, including 286 cases and 108 HLA-A29–positive controls to determine genome-wide common and rare variant associations. We further typed the HLA alleles of cases and 45,386 HLA-A29 controls of European ancestry to identify HLA alleles that associate with BSCR risk.

Results. Carrying a second allele that belongs to the HLA-Aw19 broad antigen family (including HLA-A29, -A30, -A31, and -A33) increases the risk for BSCR (odds ratio [OR] = 4.44; P = 2.2e-05). This result was validated by comparing allele frequencies to large HLA-A29–controlled cohorts (n = 45,386; OR > 2.5; P < 1.3e-06). We also confirm that ERAP1 and ERAP2 haplotypes modulate disease risk. A meta-analysis with an independent dataset confirmed that ERAP1 and ERAP2 haplotypes modulate the risk for disease at a genome-wide significant level: ERAP1-rs27432 (OR = 2.46; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.85–3.26; P = 4.07e-10), an expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) decreasing ERAP1 expression; and ERAP2-rs10044354 (OR = 1.95; 95% CI, 1.55–2.44; P = 6.2e-09), an eQTL increasing ERAP2 expression. Furthermore, ERAP2-rs2248374 that disrupts ERAP2 expression is protective (OR = 0.56; 95% CI, 0.45–0.70; P = 2.39e-07). BSCR risk is additively increased when combining ERAP1/ERAP2 risk genotypes with two copies of HLA-Aw19 alleles (OR = 13.53; 95% CI, 3.79–54.77; P = 1.17e-05).

Conclusions. The genetic factors increasing BSCR risk demonstrate a pattern of increased processing, as well as increased presentation of ERAP2–specific peptides. This suggests a mechanism in which exceeding a peptide presentation threshold activates the immune response in choroids of A29 carriers.
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Birdshot chorioretinopathy (BSCR) is a rare bilateral posterior uveitis affecting individuals of European descent with a mean age of 53 years at the time of diagnosis, characterized by a mild vitritis and ovoid cream-colored lesions at the level of the choroid.1–4 The retinal inflammation can include vasculitis, papillitis, and macular edema. Greater than 95% of BSCR patients carry the HLA-A29 allele, corresponding to an odds ratio (OR) of 157.5, the strongest known HLA class I association with any disease.5,5 Indeed, some investigators believe that the diagnosis of the disease can only be made in HLA-A29 carriers.10 Histological analyses of eyes with BSCR have revealed nongranulomatous nodular infiltrations of the choroid and lymphocytic infiltrates.11,12 BSCR can result in a gradual and severe loss of vision and is usually treated by immunosuppressants or immunomodulating biological therapies.

Despite the association with an HLA class-I protein, expressed on most nucleated cells, the pathology of BSCR is restricted to the posterior ocular tissues. Additionally, the number of estimated BSCR cases in the United States (5000–10,000) is far lower than the HLA-A29 prevalence (7%) in European populations,5,9 suggesting that HLA-A29 is necessary but not sufficient to cause disease and that other factors contribute to the development of BSCR. Previous work identified risk haplotypes and polymorphisms in both ERAP1 (rs2287987, Hap10) and ERAP2 (rs10044354, HapA) that are
more prevalent in patients with BSCR relative to healthy controls. ERAP1 and ERAP2 are endoplasmic reticulum aminopeptidases with complementary substrate preferences that trim peptides to be loaded onto, and presented by, HLA class I proteins. Furthermore, expression of ERAP1 and ERAP2 is coordinated, and when ERAP1 expression is decreased ERAP2 expression is increased. Alterations in the expression or enzymatic activity levels of ERAP1 and ERAP2 have been shown to alter the peptidome available for presentation by HLA class I proteins. The ERAP risk-associated Hap10 polymorphism is associated with lower expression, as well as reduced peptide trimming activity, of the ERAP1 protein. The ERAP2 risk-associated HapA polymorphism produces a full-length functional ERAP2 protein, whereas the protective HapB polymorphism produces no detectable full-length ERAP2 protein. The combination of a hypoactive ERAP1 and an available ERAP2 is therefore hypothesized to lead to a unique peptidome pool available for presentation by HLA class I proteins. Variation in the canonical peptide motifs in the peptide-binding groove of the HLA class I molecules further contributes to shaping the peptidome present on the cell surface for immune cell interrogation, recognition, and subsequent immune activation in BSCR.

Here, we study the largest BSCR cohort, to our knowledge, consisting of 286 cases and 108 HLA-A29 controls of European ancestry obtained by the University of Paris (UParis cohort). We investigated the effect of other HLA-A alleles in an HLA-A29–controlled cohort and identified a novel independent risk associated with most members of the Aw19 serotype family (HLA-A29 homozygous, -A30, -A31, or -A33), whereas one member, HLA-A32, is depleted in BSCR patients compared with A29-positive controls. Our analyses also confirmed the BSCR risk associations with both ERAP1 Hap10 and ERAP2 HapA haplotypes. Our results shed light on the underlying mechanisms that support activation of the immune response in A29-positive individuals and resulting in BSCR.

**Methods**

**Study Subjects and Samples**

The genomic DNA samples from 286 patients with BSCR and 108 unrelated healthy local French volunteers that exhibited HLA tissue typing common in the French population were included in this study. The patients were recruited at Hôpital Cochin, Paris, France. All patients met the criteria for diagnosis of BSCR as defined both by an international consensus conference held in 2002 and by the Standardization of Uveitis Nomenclature (SUN) Working Group. In brief, all patients had a posterior bilateral uveitis with multifocal cream-colored or yellow-orange, oval or round choroidal lesions (“birdshot spots”). Although the presence of the HLA-A29 allele was not a requirement for the diagnosis of BSCR according to the international criteria, all patients included in the current study carried the HLA-A29 allele. The control DNA samples were collected from volunteer donors recruited by the hematopoietic stem cell donor center of Rheims for France Greffe de Moelle Registry, and local control healthy individuals of the Registry. The Registry has a stringent selection process, eliminating any chronic disease or condition suggestive of at risk for health problems, such as obesity, alcohol or illicit substance use, diabetes, or high blood pressure. The DNA samples were isolated from peripheral blood samples using a standard salting out method or QIAamp Blood Kit (QIAGEN, Chatsworth, CA, USA). The quality and quantity of DNA were determined by ultraviolet spectrophotometry, and the concentration was adjusted to 100 ng/mL. Signed informed consent documentation was obtained from all participants, and all research adhered to the tenets set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki. All study-related data acquisitions were approved by the Paris Cochin institutional review board.

**Genetic Data**

We took a comprehensive approach to both sequence the exomes and genotype all samples, to allow for identification of common and rare variants filtered based on high-quality calls. DNA from participants was genotyped on an Illumina Global Screening Array (GSA; Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) and imputed to the Haplotype Reference Consortium (HRC) reference panel. Prior to imputation, we retained variants that had a minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.1%, missingness < 1%, and Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium P > 10⁻⁵. Imputation using the HRC reference panel yielded 8,385,561 variants with imputation INFO > 0.3 and MAF > 0.5%.

Exome sequencing was performed to a mean depth of 31×, followed by variant calling and quality control as reported previously, resulting in 238,942 variants. When integrated, this produced an overall dataset with 8,459,907 variants: 65.5% common (MAF > 5%), 34.5% low-frequency (0.5% < MAF < 5%), and 0.01% rare (MAF < 0.5%).

**HLA Genotyping**

HLA class I genes (HLA-A, -B, and -C) were amplified in a multiplex PCR reaction with primers encompassing the full genomic loci for each target. The resulting amplicons were enzymatically fragmented to an average size of 250 base pairs and prepared for Illumina sequencing (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). The libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform on a rapid-run flow cell using paired-end 125 base pair reads with dual 10-base pair indexes. Upon completion of sequencing, raw data from each Illumina HiSeq run was gathered in local buffer storage and uploaded to the DNAnexus platform for automated analysis. The FASTQ-formatted reads were converted from the binary base call (BCL) files and assigned to samples identified by specific barcodes using the bcl2fastq conversion software (Illumina). All the reads in sample-specific FASTQ files were subject to HLA typing analysis using an updated version of the PHLAT program with the reference sequences consisting of GRCh38 genomic sequences and HLA type reference sequences in the IPD-IMGT/HLA database. In addition, HLA allele imputation was performed following SNP2HLA with the T1DGC HLA allele reference panel. HRC-imputed genotypes in the extended major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region (chr6:25–35 Mb) were filtered for high INFO score (> 0.9) and certainty (maximum genotype probability > 0.8 for all genotyped), in order to increase overlap with the T1DGC reference panel; were re-phased along with chromosome 6 array genotypes using SHAPEIT2; and were imputed using Minimac4. HLA allele imputation quality was assessed by examining INFO score versus MAF and imputed versus reference panel MAF.
Genetic Association Analyses

Association analyses in each study were performed using the genome-wide Firth logistic regression test implemented in SAIGE.29,30 In this implementation, Firth’s approach is applied when $P < 0.05$ from a standard logistic regression score test. We included for the genomic relationship matrix (GRM) for SAIGE directly genotyped variants with a MAF $>1\%$, $<10\%$ missingness, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium test $P > 10^{-5}$, and linkage disequilibrium (LD) pruning (1000 variant windows, 100 variant sliding windows, and $r^2 < 0.1$). The association model included as covariates sex and the first 10 ancestry-informative principal components derived from the GRM dataset. Haplotype analyses were performed using PLINK 1.0.31 –chap and –hap-assoc and –hap-logistic, and in R. High haplotype imputation and phasing quality was indicated by PLINK –hap-phase maximum likelihood haplotype genotypes’ posterior probabilities all equal to one.

HLA-A Allele Association Analyses

Association of HLA-A alleles was performed as follows: For each sample, we typed both HLA-A alleles as described above. Following HLA allele typing, we removed related samples. For the remaining cohort of 282 cases and 106 controls, we next obtained one HLA-A allele that was not A29 (the “second” allele). For samples carrying two copies of A29, we considered A29 as the second allele. We then subjected the cohort to a Fisher’s exact test, in which we tested the association of each allele that was identified in three or more BSCR cases, with the case–control status. The threshold of significance for this analysis, considering multiple testing of 14 alleles that are available in three or more cases, was set at $P = 0.05/14 = 3.57e-03$. To answer the question of whether the A19 allele group was also associated with the case–control status, we combined and tested together the samples in two different ways: (1) carrying all Aw19 alleles (A29, A30, A31, A32, and A33). (2) Because A32 is biologically different than the other Aw19 alleles (A29, A30, A31, and A33). (2) Because A32 is biologically different than the other Aw19 alleles (A29, A30, A31, and A33). To answer the question of whether the A19 allele group was also associated with the case–control status, we combined and tested together the samples in two different ways: (1) carrying all Aw19 alleles (A29, A30, A31, A32, and A33). (2) Because A32 is biologically different than the other Aw19 alleles (A29, A30, A31, and A33). (2) Because A32 is biologically different than the other Aw19 alleles (A29, A30, A31, and A33).

RESULTS

HLA-Aw19 Broad Antigen Serotype Alleles and BSCR Risk

Our HLA-A29–controlled cohort allowed us to examine the HLA region while controlling for the strong association of HLA-A29 with BSCR and therefore to detect possible additional association signals in the HLA region.

First, we asked whether rare variants on the HLA-A29 background were enriched in BSCR cases. We did not identify significant enrichments (of rare single or aggregated variants) either within or outside the MHC region.

Second, we asked whether other HLA-A alleles in addition to the HLA-A29 allele increased BSCR risk. We constructed an assay to type HLA-A alleles in this cohort (see Methods) and tested the second HLA-A allele (other than the known first HLA-A29) for association with BSCR. We found that additional HLA-A alleles were associated with BSCR, and those with the largest effects belonged to the same HLA-Aw19 broad antigen serotype group: HLA-A29:02, A30:02, A31:01, and A33:01 (Table 1). As a group, HLA-Aw19 alleles were significantly enriched in the second allele of BSCR patients (OR = 4.44; $P = 2.2e-03$) (Fig. 1, blue bars). This result suggests, for example, that individuals carrying two copies of HLA-A29 would be at a greater risk of developing BSCR compared with those carrying one copy. It also suggests that other Aw19 allele may play a role in BSCR co-susceptibility or pathogenesis in concert with A29. The sole exception within the HLA-Aw19 serotype group is HLA-A32, which has been reported not to share the defining Aw19 binding domain32; HLA-A32 appears to be depleted in BSCR cases and thus protective against BSCR (OR = 0.28; $P = 0.1$).

The above results presented two issues due to the small numbers of controls in UParris ($n = 108$): (1) The frequency of alleles might not represent the frequency of HLA-A alleles in general EUR population, and (2) although the high ORs were replicated in several HLA-Aw19 alleles, the numbers are not sufficient to support significant associations. To tackle these concerns, we examined the frequency of HLA-A alleles in three other large European (EUR) ancestry control populations, two cohorts from the Geisinger Health System (GHS cohort 1, $n = 77,198$; GHS cohort 2, $n = 59,072$) and the UK Biobank (UKB, $n = 463,315$). In all three datasets, we selected EUR samples carrying at least one HLA-A29 allele, matching our BSCR cohort: 4014 A29 carriers from GHS cohort 1 (5.2% of all EUR subjects), 2829 A29 carriers from GHS cohort 2 (4.8% of all EUR subjects), and 38,543 A29 carriers from the UKB (8.3% of all EUR subjects). We compared the frequencies of the second HLA-A alleles in these cohorts to those observed in our BSCR cohort (Fig. 1, Table 1). The results support the enrichment of four of the five HLA-Aw19 alleles in BSCR cases, with highest increased risk for HLA-A30:02 (GHS cohort 1, OR = 4.31; GHS cohort 2, OR = 6.6; UKB, OR = 4.6) and HLA-A33 (GHS cohort 1, OR = 3.4; GHS cohort 2, OR = 2.8; UKB, OR = 4.9). When combining samples carrying the four co-susceptibility alleles A29, A30, A31, and A33, we found a highly significant enrichment in BSCR cases when compared with the larger control cohorts (GHS cohort 1, $P = 1.29E-06$; GHS cohort 2, $P = 1.07E-06$; UKB, $P = 9.62E-07$) (Table 1, top row). This analysis excludes A32 because of its biological difference in the sequence of the peptide binding domain as previously reported34 (see Discussion). That said, we performed additional analyses with all Aw19 alleles including A32, and we find that the enrichment in cases was reduced when it was included (Table 1, bottom row). We also tested whether these associations were affected by measurable confounders, conducting logistic regression tests to evaluate the effects of the second HLA-A allele in HLA-A29 carriers, in UParris BSCR cases compared with each control cohort, with covariates included for sex and principal components, calculated based on genetic array data for each analytic set (Supplementary Table S1). We found that these results were consistent with increased risk for the HLA-Aw19 co-susceptibility alleles, A29, A30, A31, and A33.

HLA-A32 Exhibits Protection from BSCR in an HLA-A29 Positive Cohort

HLA-A32 is underrepresented in BSCR cases (3/286, 1%) compared with A29 carrier controls (4/108, 3.7%), corresponding to a nominally significant protection from risk (OR = 0.28; $P = 0.1$) (Table 1). When compared with the larger control cohorts, the trend protection is maintained with both UKB controls (3.4%, OR = 0.3, $P = 0.02$) and GHS controls.
### Table 1. HLA-A Second Allele Frequencies in the French Cohort Compared to UKB and GHS EUR A29 Carriers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second HLA-A Allele</th>
<th>UParis (A29 EUR Carriers)</th>
<th>GHS Cohort 1 (A29 EUR)</th>
<th>GHS Cohort 2 (A29 EUR)</th>
<th>UKB (A29 EUR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cases (N = 286), n (Frequency)</td>
<td>Controls (N = 108), n (Frequency)</td>
<td>Carriers (N = 4014), n (Frequency)</td>
<td>Carriers (N = 2829), n (Frequency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aw19 co-susceptible (29, 30, 31, 33)</td>
<td>41 (0.14)</td>
<td>4 (0.04)</td>
<td>4.44 (1.55–17.53)</td>
<td>2.20E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3002</td>
<td>13 (0.05)</td>
<td>1 (0.01)</td>
<td>5.19 (0.76–22.84)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3301</td>
<td>26 (0.09)</td>
<td>15 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.31–1.35)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1018</td>
<td>71 (0.25)</td>
<td>17 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.81 (0.99–3.48)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2201</td>
<td>64 (0.22)</td>
<td>24 (0.22)</td>
<td>1.05 (0.59–1.85)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2902</td>
<td>10 (0.03)</td>
<td>1 (0.01)</td>
<td>3.95 (0.55–17.13)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2601</td>
<td>8 (0.03)</td>
<td>3 (0.03)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.24–4.13)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2501</td>
<td>3 (0.01)</td>
<td>2 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.57 (0.06–6.96)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2401</td>
<td>25 (0.08)</td>
<td>11 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.35–1.86)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3101</td>
<td>9 (0.03)</td>
<td>2 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.75 (0.35–16.95)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1101</td>
<td>14 (0.05)</td>
<td>10 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.21–1.34)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2301</td>
<td>6 (0.02)</td>
<td>2 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.16 (0.20–11.91)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6801</td>
<td>9 (0.03)</td>
<td>8 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.14–1.27)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A19 all (29–33)</td>
<td>41 (0.15)</td>
<td>8 (0.07)</td>
<td>2.07 (0.92–4.64)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alleles belonging to the Aw19 broad antigen group that increase risk are A29, A30, A31, and A33; A32 exhibits protection. A Fisher's exact test combining all Aw19 risk alleles presented the strongest enrichment in all comparisons. Only alleles having three or more case carriers were tested. The table is sorted by P values when comparing case frequencies against A29 controls in the UKB.
FIGURE 1. Aw19 enrichment in BSCR cases. Odds ratios for BSCR, comparing frequencies of 14 HLA-A alleles that are present in three or more cases (>1%, x-axis) in 286 UParis cases compared with 108 UParis controls (blue), GHS control cohort 1 (n = 4014, dark green), GHS control cohort 2 (n = 2829, bright green), and UKB controls (n = 38,543, yellow). Aw19 alleles show the highest ORs (red box) that replicate with large A29 control cohorts, with the exception of A32, which is depleted in cases (green box). *P < 0.01.

FIGURE 2. Manhattan and ERAP1 locus zoom plot of the A29-stratified French cohort. (A) Birdshot association analysis of 286 A29 cases and 108 A29 controls showing borderline associations (P < 1e-6) at several loci including HLA on chromosome six (pink) and ERAP1 on chromosome five (blue). (B) Locus zoom plot exhibiting the ERAP1–ERAP2 locus and the top ERAP1–rs27432 risk variant. (cohort 1: 3.8%, OR = 0.27, P = 0.01; cohort 2: 3.7%, OR = 0.27, P = 0.02). Although nominally significant, this result does not pass the threshold of multiple test correction (P = 3.57e-03) and will have to be further validated with additional case cohorts.

**ERAP1 and ERAP2 Are Independently Associated With BSCR**

We tested all variants and gene burdens for association with case–control status while controlling for sex and ten principal components using a generalized linear mixed model (SAIGE; see Methods). Due to the fact that both cases and controls were A29 allele carriers, the expected strong HLA-A signal was at least partially controlled, as evidenced by the strongest HLA-A P = 8.98E-07, compared with P = 6.6e-74 with 125 cases in the previous BSCR report. Overall, no locus passed the genome-wide significance threshold (P < 5e-8). Other than the remnant signal at HLA-A, only the ERAP1/ERAP2-LNPEP locus on chromosome 5 showed an association with disease at P < 1e-6 (Fig. 2).

The top association within the ERAP1/ERAP2-LNPEP locus is the ERAP1 intronic variant rs27432 (OR = 2.58; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.78–3.76; P = 6.6e-7), a strong expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) associated with decreased ERAP1 expression, which also tags the risk-increasing common ERAP1 haplotype. We performed a comparable analysis to assess ERAP1 haplotype associations with BSCR status in our data. The results are consistent with three levels of risk differentiated by nonsynonymous ERAP1 haplotype associations with BSCR status in our data. The results are consistent with three levels of risk differentiated by nonsynonymous ERAP1 haplotype corresponding to Kuiper et al.15: Haps 1+2 (OR = 0.41; case allele frequency (AF) = 0.17; control AF = 0.35; P = 6.7e-06), Hap10 (OR = 1.78; case AF = 0.28; control AF = 0.17; P = 8.0e-03), and haplotypes 3 to 8 (OR = 1.32; case AF = 0.55; control AF = 0.48; P = 0.11) (Supplementary Table S2).

The previously reported top association for BSCR at this locus tags a common variant near ERAP2/LNPEP, rs10044354. This reported risk allele is in a strong linkage
dis-equilibrium ($D' = 0.99, R^2 = 0.76$) with a strong eQTL increasing $ERAP2$ expression. Our results show a nominal association of rs10044354 with increased risk for BSCR (OR = 1.55; 95% CI, 1.13–2.11; $P = 5.8e-3$). Furthermore, we did not find significant evidence for an interaction of rs10044354 with increased risk for BSCR (OR = 1.9; 95% CI, 1.13–3.26; $P = 0.06$) (data not shown). We found that it is protective for BSCR with nominal significance with the top non-MHC signal in Kuiper et al.,8 stratified by single (A29/–) versus double (A29/AW19) Aw19 background, which yielded a trend of increased risk with additional $ERAP2$-rs10044354-T variant alleles, particularly on the double A29/AW19 background (Fig. 3A). We found the highest risk to be the combination of rs10044354-TT and two copies of Aw19 with 12 alleles, particularly on the double A29/AW19 background (Fig. 3A). We found the highest risk to be the combination of rs10044354-TT and two copies of Aw19 with 12 alleles, particularly on the double A29/AW19 background (Fig. 3A).

We next performed a meta-analysis of our results with the published results from Kuiper et al.,8 which yielded genome-wide significant associations for both $ERAP1$ (rs27432: OR = 2.46; 95% CI, 1.85–3.26; $P = 4.07e-10$) and $ERAP2$ (rs10044354: OR = 1.55; 95% CI, 1.13–2.11; $P = 5.80e-03$) loci with BSCR (Table 2). Both previous and current studies showed consistent directionality for both variants, which, separated by over 201,222 base pairs, show low LD in our cohort ($D' = 0.79, R^2 = 0.18$).

The expression of $ERAP2$ has been previously reported to be disrupted by a common splice region variant (rs2248374; AF = 0.53) that causes mis-splicing of intron 10 and eventual transcript degradation via nonsense-mediated decay, and which is in high LD with rs10044354 ($D' = 1; R^2 = 0.8$). Thus, ~25% of the population of most ancestries (including European, AF = 0.53; African, AF = 0.57; and South Asian, AF = 0.58) is estimated to be lacking an active $ERAP2$ protein.

We examined both datasets for rs2248374 associations and found that it is protective for BSCR with nominal significance in both datasets (Table 3). We note that, in our data, reciprocal conditional analysis rendered both rs10044354 and rs2248374 non-significant (data not shown), making it difficult to provide support for either variant as causal based on genetics alone. In summary, higher expression of $ERAP2$ protein increases risk for BSCR and a lower expression is protective.

### Cumulative Effect of HLA-Aw19 Alleles and $ERAP1/ERAP2$ Haplotypes on BSCR Risk

We next examined potential interactions between the $ERAP1$ and $ERAP2$ association signals and between HLA-Aw19 and $ERAP1/ERAP2$ signals by calculating the cumulative effects of HLA-Aw19, ERAP1, and ERAP2 genotypes on BSCR risk using the 286 cases and the 4014 A29 carriers from GHS cohort 1. First, we performed an analysis of $ERAP2$-rs10044354 risk haplotype, the top non-MHC signal in Kuiper et al.,8 stratified by single (A29/–) versus double (A29/AW19) Aw19 background, which yielded a trend of increased risk with additional $ERAP1$-rs10044354-T variant alleles, particularly on the double A29/AW19 background. Due to the small number of cases, we did not perform a single risk analysis. Due to the small number of cases, we did not perform a single risk analysis.
Combined Risk of Aw19 and ERAP1/2 for Birdshot

**Figure 3.** The combined risk of ERAP1, ERAP2, and two copies of Aw19. Utilizing 286 BSCR cases and 4014 controls from GHS cohort 1 to calculate additive risk while combining risk factors in ERAP1, ERAP2, and Aw19. (A) An additive genotype model of ERAP2 risk signal tagged by rs10044354 and single (A29/–) or double (A29/Aw19) Aw19 copies relative to lowest risk combination of rs10044354-CC and one copy of Aw19 allele (A29). (B) An additive genotype model of ERAP1 risk signal tagged by rs27432 and single (A29/–) or double (A29/Aw19) Aw19 copies relative to lowest risk combination of rs27432-AA and one copy of Aw19 allele (A29). (C) An additive genotype model of ERAP1 risk signal tagged by rs27432 and ERAP2 risk signal tagged by rs10044354 relative to lowest risk combination of rs27432-AA and rs10044354-CC. (D) An additive genotype model of ERAP1 and ERAP2 risk signals and single (A29/–) or double (A29/Aw19) Aw19 copies relative to lowest risk combination. The genotypes are combined as follows: 0 = ERAP1 and ERAP2 homozygous for protective allele; 1/01, 01/1 = either homozygous protective or heterozygous genotypes of both ERAP1 and ERAP2; 2/1 = homozygous risk allele of either ERAP1 or ERAP2; 2/2 = homozygous risk allele of both ERAP1 and ERAP2.

**Absolute BSCR Risk**

We calculated what would be the absolute risk of BSCR when considering all risk alleles as presented in Figure 3D. Because the prevalence of BSCR in the general population is estimated at 0.2 to 1.7:100,000,1 we used 1:100,000 as an approximation. We further calculated the absolute risk when carrying one A29 carrier based on the frequency of A29 in the UKB EUR population of 8%, and reached an absolute risk of 1:29,000 (Supplementary Table S6). We found that the absolute risk climbed with each risk genotype presented in Figure 3D, reaching the most prominent risk at 1:2,160 for cases that carry homozygous risk alleles for both ERAP1 and ERAP2 and two copies of Aw19 alleles. Exhibiting a significant increase in absolute risk of disease when carrying all three risk haplotypes. Several studies have reported that the ERAP1 and ERAP2 haplotypes affect their expression, as well as the resulting peptidome.13,15,36 We report the novel finding that several other HLA-Aw19 family alleles (HLA-A29, -A30, -A31, and -A33) contribute additional risk as the second HLA-A allele, in addition to the established HLA-A29 risk allele. HLA-Aw19 family alleles have a similar antigen-binding sequence and therefore would bind similar peptide motifs.32 Hence, the enrichment of Aw19 alleles in cases supports the inferred mechanism underlying activation of the immune response in BSCR.

**DISCUSSION**

The sequencing of a new large BSCR patient cohort and HLA-A29 controls has confirmed the importance of the ERAP1 and ERAP2 polymorphisms in increasing risk for developing BSCR. ERAP1 and ERAP2 reside back to back on chromosome five in opposite orientation and share the regulatory regions, which upregulate one and downregulate the other, and vice versa.15 The association of both ERAP1 and ERAP2 haplotypes is consistent with a mechanism in which coordinated decreased ERAP1 and increased ERAP2 expression contributes to disease risk. Several studies have reported that the ERAP1 and ERAP2 haplotypes affect their expression, as well as the resulting peptidome.13,15,36 We report the novel finding that several other HLA-Aw19 family alleles (HLA-A29, -A30, -A31, and -A33) contribute additional risk as the second HLA-A allele, in addition to the established HLA-A29 risk allele. HLA-Aw19 family alleles have a similar antigen-binding sequence and therefore would bind similar peptide motifs.32 Hence, the enrichment of Aw19 alleles in cases supports the inferred mechanism underlying activation of the immune response in BSCR.
Having two copies of these alleles may increase the cell-surface presentation of specific types of peptides in BSCR cases compared with HLA-A29-positive controls. Furthermore, we found that the HLA-A32 allele within the Aw19 family is potentially protective.

Our results indicate that a decreased expression of ERAP1 and an increased expression of ERAP2 confer stronger risk for BSCR than each one separately. Furthermore, this effect is increased in the presence of two copies of HLA-Aw19. The effect of the second HLA-A allele being one of the HLA-Aw19 alleles, when compared against the largest HLA-A29 positive cohort (UKB), ranges between 1.2 (A31:01) to 4.89 (A33:01), with an OR = 1.85 for a second HLA-A29 allele. Although this is a substantial increase in risk, the effect of the second A*29 (or Aw19) allele is not as high as would be expected under an additive model given the large heterozygous effect of one HLA-A29 allele (OR = 30.3; \( P = 2e-63 \))^9 thus exhibiting a partially dominant effect.

The above combined and additive effects of risk factors associated with peptide processing and presentation are suggestive of a peptide presentation threshold hypothesis as a driving mechanism for the immune response underlying development of BSCR disease (Fig. 4). Results from this and other studies suggest that increased ERAP2 along with decreased ERAP1 expression in BSCR cases would lead to higher availability of ERAP2-processed peptides for presentation onto HLA class I proteins. Additional HLA-Aw19 alleles, with similar peptide-binding properties, would increase the presentation of similar peptides. Therefore, both the production of a unique peptide pool by dominant ERAP2 activity and the increased expression of HLA-Aw19 risk allele proteins presenting these peptides may increase the likelihood that a putative ocular autoantigen would be processed and presented above a certain threshold to activate an immune response (Fig. 4, left panel). On the other hand, having lower expression of ERAP2 (and higher expression of ERAP1), along with a single HLA-A29 allele, lowers the ocular antigenic peptide presentation below the threshold and thus reduces the risk of generating the immunological response leading to BSCR in HLA-A29 healthy control carriers (Fig. 4, right panel). This further highlights the importance of the shaping and generation of the available peptide pool by ERAPs to be presented by specific HLA class I proteins in promoting the generation of an immune response or, in the case of autoimmune disease, an aberrant response to a self-antigen.

ERAP1 and ERAP2 polymorphisms and risk haplotypes have also been reported in other HLA class I-associated autoimmune diseases.37,38 Polymorphisms in ERAP1 increase risk for ankylosing spondylitis in HLA-B^*27 carriers, for psoriasis vulgaris in HLA-C^*06 carriers, and for Behçet’s disease in HLA-B^*51 carriers, further supporting the combinatorial impact of peptide trimming and HLA class I allele in initiating autoimmune responses.39–42 Ankylosing spondylitis and Behçet’s disease-associated ERAP1 variants have also been experimentally shown to shape the resulting HLA-B^*27 and HLA-B^*51 peptidomes, respectively.43,44 Therefore, it is possible that the combination of risk ERAP1/ERAP2 haplotypes and specific risk HLA class I alleles can predispose an individual to develop an HLA class I-associated disease in a similar fashion as we hypothesize for BSCR. This implies that the peptide threshold hypothesis may have broader implications as a disease mechanism in HLA class I-associated immunological diseases.

HLA-A32 is the only HLA-Aw19 member that is found at lower rates in BSCR patients compared with controls, suggesting that it could be protective. We considered whether this is a dominant protection effect or rather the effect of the increased frequency of the HLA-Aw19 alleles in cases. Because 15% of cases carry two copies of HLA-A29, this will diminish the case numbers by 0.85 compared to the large three to four times difference in frequency when compared to the control sets (UParis frequency is 1%, UKB frequency = 3%, and GHS frequency = 4%). For this reason, we do not expect the effect of the damaging HLA-Aw19 alleles to create a false protection effect of that size for HLA-A32. To answer the question why HLA-A32 has a reverse effect than the other HLA-Aw19 alleles, we considered that the HLA-Aw19 serotype was initially identified by antibody binding to related family members; however, this identifies the HLA-A proteins based on structure outside of the peptide-binding groove. Serofamilies have since been re-analyzed by overall and peptide-binding region sequences.32 Comparison of the sequences in the peptide-binding region reveals
that HLA-A32 is more distantly related than the other Aw19 alleles that are identified as novel risk factors in this present study: HLA-A29, -A30, -A31, and -A33. When examining the differences in sequence between these Aw19 alleles, two main differences are evident: at position 9, which is part of the peptide-binding domain, and a stretch of amino acids at positions 79 to 83 that are only found in HLA-A32 and not the other Aw19 alleles (Supplementary Fig. S1). Theoretically, the peptide pool bound by HLA-A32 would differ from the remaining members of the Aw19 family and would not activate the same subset of responding CD8 T cells. This adds further evidence supporting the hypothesis of the threshold requirement of an increased concentration of the driving autoantigenic peptide pool presented on high-risk HLA-A proteins as a driving component for development of BSCR uveitis.

HLA class I alleles not only present peptides to CD8 T cells that can initiate an adaptive immune response but they are also recognized by killer immunoglobulin receptors on natural killer (NK) cells involved in innate immune surveillance. The amino acids at positions 79 to 83 codes in HLA-A32 contain the Bw4 epitope, shared by a subset of HLA-B and HLA-A alleles known to bind KIR3DL1, which delivers an inhibitory signal to the NK cell.45 Interestingly, HLA-A32 is the only allele in the Aw19 serotype family that contains an HLA-Bw4 motif and thus is a ligand for the inhibitory KIR3DL1. There are reports of autoimmune HLA class I–associated diseases with protective KIR3DL1 or Bw4 genetic associations.46–49

The new data presented in this investigation do not provide an answer to the question of the origin of the ocular specificity of BSCR, in distinction to other autoimmune disorders that are strongly HLA associated, which manifest more widely. We speculate that an undefined antigen specifically and exclusively expressed in the choroid, retinal pigment epithelium, or perhaps outer retina, is the pathogenic driver of the disease. This molecule must (1) have a very restricted distribution (exclusively ocular) or have an alternatively expressed isoform in the eye and (2) have an alternative structure or be aberrantly processed, presented, or sensed by T cells, in patients with BSCR. The current study has not found a clear candidate as for the antigen, which may indicate that the critical difference between BSCR patients and unaffected HLA-A29+ individuals involves antigen processing and/or presentation.

Regarding the consideration of the additional HLA-Aw19 alleles as additional diagnosis criteria for BSCR, all of our patients with BSCR are HLA-A29 positive, and we are not aware of reports of HLA-A29–negative patients who are homozygous or heterozygous for A30, A31, or A33. We expect that following this report of the additional risk in other HLA-A alleles, more extensive serotyping will be performed for the diagnosis of BSCR that may help us shed more light on this important question.

In summary, the combinatorial impact of ERAP1/ERAP2 shaping the immunopeptide along with differential peptide selection by the key residues in HLA-A29 and HLA-Aw19 family members supports the immunological hypothesis of a peptide pool that is generated by this combination and available for immune cell recognition and activation initiating an inflammatory cascade. Avenues to reduce the expression and recognition of ERAP2–processed and HLA-Aw19–presented peptides in the eye may be beneficial against BSCR disease and/or progression.
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